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Abstract—With the advent of IoT (Internet of Things) age,
considerable web services are emerging rapidly in service
communities, which places a heavy burden on the target users’
service selection decisions. In this situation, various techniques,
e.g., collaborative filtering (i.e., CF) is introduced in service
recommendation to alleviate the service selection burden.
However, traditional CF-based service recommendation
approaches often assume that the historical user-service
quality data is centralized, while neglect the distributed
recommendation situation. Generally, distributed service
recommendation involves inevitable message communication
among different parties and hence, brings challenging
efficiency and privacy concerns. In view of this challenge, a
novel privacy-preserving distributed service recommendation
approach based on Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH), i.e.,
DistSRLSH is put forward in this paper. Through LSH,
DistSRLSH can achieve a good tradeoff among service
recommendation accuracy, privacy-preservation and efficiency
in distributed environment. Finally, through a set of experiments
deployed on WS-DREAM dataset, we validate the feasibility of
our proposal in handling distributed service recommendation
problems.
Keywords-distributed service recommendation; privacy;
efficiency; locality-sensitive hashing; collaborative filtering

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of IoT (Internet of Things) age, a great
number of web services are emerging rapidly in service
communities [1]. The ever-increasing services available on
the web, on one hand, provide abundant alternatives for
target users’ various service requirements, on the other hand,
place a heavy burden on the target users’ service selection
decisions especially when many service candidates share
same or similar functionalities [2-3].
In order to alleviate the service selection burden of target
users, various service recommendation techniques are
brought forth in the last decade, e.g., widely adopted
collaborative filtering (i.e., CF)-based recommendation [4-7].
Through considering the historical user-service quality data,
traditional CF-based recommendation approaches (including
memory-based CF, model-based CF and hybrid CF) can
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predict target users’ personalized preferences and further
make accurate service recommendation.
However, existing CF-based service recommendation
approaches often assume that the historical user-service
quality data is centralized. Thus, the overall quality data
generated from historical user-service invocations could be
regarded as known already for subsequent service
recommendation. While actually, the historical user-service
quality data is sometimes not centralized, but distributed. For
example, user A invoked web service WS from Amazon,
while user B invoked WS from IBM.
In this distributed situation, two major challenges are
raised. First, due to the privacy concern, neither Amazon nor
IBM is willing to reveal the inner user-service quality data to
each other, which makes it a difficult task to calculate the
user similarity between A and B so as to make further
recommendation. Second, due to the inevitable message
communication between two distributed parties, i.e.,
Amazon and IBM, the service recommendation process if
often time-consuming and cannot satisfy the target users’
quick response requirements.
In view of the above two challenges, we introduce the
Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) technique in service
recommendation, and further put forward a novel privacypreserving distributed service recommendation approach
based on LSH, i.e., DistSRLSH. With the unique nature of
LSH, DistSRLSH can achieve a good tradeoff among service
recommendation accuracy, privacy-preservation and
efficiency in distributed environment.
Generally, the contributions of our paper are three-fold.
(1) To the best of our knowledge, few existing works
considered the service recommendation problem in
distributed environment. We recognize the substantial
significance of distributed service recommendation and
specify the problem formally.
(2) We employ Locality-Sensitive Hashing technique to
aid the distributed service recommendation, so as to achieve
a good tradeoff among recommendation accuracy, privacypreservation and efficiency.

(3) A wide range of experiments are deployed on a real
web service quality dataset WS-DREAM to validate the
feasibility of our proposal. Experiment results indicate that
DistSRLSH achieves near-to-optimal recommendation
accuracy but substantial improvements in privacypreservation and efficiency.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Related works are introduced In Section 2. In Section 3, we
motivate our paper and in Section 4, we formalize the
distributed service recommendation problem. In Section 5,
Locality-Sensitive Hashing technique is introduced briefly,
and afterwards, a novel approach named DistSRLSH is put
forward to deal with the privacy-preserving distributed
service recommendation problem. A set of experiments are
deployed in Section 6 to validate the feasibility of our
proposal. And finally in Section 7, we summarize the paper
and point out the future research directions.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Existing research works associated with service
recommendation could be generally divided into the
following two major popular categories: content-based
recommendation approach and CF-based recommendation
approach.
A. Content-based Service Recommendation
As an old but effective service recommendation manner,
content-based recommendation approaches first analyze the
similarity between different services, and then recommend
the services that are similar (in terms of WSDL or tag
description) to the target services (i.e., services invoked by a
target user) to the target user. In [1], the authors study
enhanced syntactical matching of web service descriptions
and make further service recommendation. In [2], semantic
aspect of web service description is discussed. In order to
introduce service semantic into service recommendation
applications, in [3], web service domain ontology is
constructed by analyzing web service descriptions (e.g.,
WSDL and free text descriptors). Similarly, in [4], through
analyzing the tree structure composed of synonyms and
original meaning in semantic dictionaries such as HowNet
and WordNet, the authors calculate the semantic distance
between two services, and further obtain their semantic
similarity for content-based service recommendation. In
order to avoid the possible fake description of service tag, in
[5], the authors leverage mashup descriptions and structures
to discover important word features of services and bridge
the vocabulary gap between mashup developers and service
providers.
However, the above content-based recommendation
methods often suffer from the over-specification problem
[6]. Besides, it becomes a challenging task to automatically
abstract the representative feature tags of web services,
which blocks the automatic service recommendation heavily.

B. CF-based Service Recommendation
Different from the content-based recommendation, CFbased recommendation works based on the past user-service
invocation records. Generally, two categories are available:
memory-based CF and model-based CF.
(1) memory-based CF
A comprehensive service recommendation approach
WSRec is put forward in [7], which combines user-based
and item-based CF together. As service quality heavily
depends on service invocation time, in order to make
accurate
service
recommendation,
a
time-aware
recommendation approach is brought forth in [8]. Similarly,
location-aware service recommendation is performed in
both [9] and [10], as geographically close users often
experience similar service quality when they invoke an
identical web service. Besides, different users hold distinct
preferences, which also play an important role in service
recommendation. Therefore, to make personalized
recommendation,
work
[11]
improves
CF-based
recommendation approach by integrating user preferences.
Generally, the above memory-based CF recommendation
approaches are easy-to-explain and effective when there is a
great deal of available historical user-service quality data.
However, memory-based CF approaches suffer from the
scalability problem heavily, which means that the
recommendation efficiency is often low when historical
quality data is updated frequently. Beside, only few works
(e.g., [12]) consider the privacy concern in recommendation.
Third, the above approaches all assume that the historical
user-service quality data is centralized, while neglect the
distributed situations.
(2) model-based CF
Model-based CF approaches utilize the historical userservice quality data to build a recommendation model
offline, and then make online recommendation based on the
derived model. There are some classic model-based CF
recommendation approaches, e.g., Matrix Factorization based approaches [13], LDA-based approaches [14] and
clustering-based approaches [15]. Generally, the above
model-based CF approaches are efficient as the
recommendation model could be trained offline. However,
few works consider the privacy protection problem in
recommendation process. Besides, similar to the memorybased CF approaches, the above model-based CF
approaches are inappropriate to handle the distributed
service recommendation.
With the above analyses, we can conclude that existing
research works fall short in handling the distributed and
privacy-preserving service recommendation problems. In
view of the above shortcoming, a novel privacy-preserving
distributed service recommendation approach named
DistSRLSH is put forward in this paper, which will be
specified in more detail in the next section.

III. MOTIVATION
Here, we utilize the example in Fig.1 to motivate our
paper. Concretely, target user u1 invokes web services
{ws1, …, wsn1} from Amazon, user u2 invokes web services
{ws1, …, wsn2} from Microsoft, and user u3 invokes web
services {ws1, …, wsn3} from IBM. Then according to CFbased recommendation approach (e.g., user-based CF), the
first step is to calculate the user similarity sim(u1, u2) and
sim(u1, u3). However, the above similarity calculation
process faces two major challenges:
(1) As the historical user-service quality data is
distributed on different platforms, Microsoft and IBM are
often not willing to open their observed quality data to
Amazon (here, target user u1 is on Amazon platform), due to
the privacy concern.
(2) When the number of users or the number of services is
large, the similarity calculation process may take a huge
amount of time, as message communication is inevitable
among Amazon, Microsoft and IBM; this means that the
recommendation efficiency is often low and cannot satisfy
the target users’ quick response requirements.
In view of the above two challenges, an efficient and
privacy-preserving distributed recommendation approach
named DistSRLSH is introduced in the next section.
Amazon
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target user

ws1

(target
user)

…… wsn1

message communication
message communication
privacy
privacy sim(u1, u2) sim(u1, u3)

u3

u2

ws1

…… wsn2
Microsoft

ws1

…… wsn3
IBM

(3) WS = { ws1, …, wsn}: wsj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) denotes the j-th
web service. Here, to ease the following discussions, we
assume that the services on every distributed platform
pf1, …, pfz are the same. For example, n1 = n2 = n3 holds in
Fig.1. Note that if a user did not invoke a service, then the
corresponding user-service quality data is null.
(4) q is a user-concerned quality dimension of web
services, e.g., response time. For simplicity, we only
consider a quality dimension in the following discussions.
V.

A PRIVACY-PRESERVING DISTRIBUTED SERVICE
RECOMMENDATION APPROACH: DISTSRLSH

In this section, we introduce the details of our proposed
distributed service recommendation approach DistSRLSH.
Concretely, we introduce the Locality-Sensitive Hashing
technique briefly in subsection 5.A; afterwards, in
subsection 5.B, we introduce the concrete steps of LSHbased recommendation approach DistSRLSH.
A. Locality-Sensitive Hashing
Locality-Sensitive Hashing, i.e., LSH was put forward by
Alex Andoni in 1999 [16] and has been proven to be an
effective technique to deal with many distributed
applications, e.g., distributed information retrieval. Next, we
introduce the unique property of LSH.
The main idea of LSH is: select a specific hashing
function (or a hashing function family) so that (1) for two
neighboring data points in original data space, they are still
neighbors after hashing with a large probability (2) for two
non-neighboring data points in original data space, they are
still non-neighboring after hashing with a large probability.
A hashing function that satisfies the above two conditions
are called a LSH function. More formally, a hashing
function h( ) is a LSH function iff the following conditions
(1) and (2) hold, where x and y are two data points in
original data space, d (x, y) denotes the distance between x
and y, h(x) is the hashing value of x after projection based
on hashing function h( ), P(X) represents the probability that
condition X holds, {d1, d2, p1, p2} are a set of thresholds. If
condition (1) and (2) hold simultaneously, then hashing
function h(x) is a qualified LSH function and called (d1, d2,
p1, p2)-sensitive.

Figure 1. Distributed service recommendation: an example

If d (x, y) ≤ d1, then P(h(x) = h(y)) ≥ p1

(1)

IV. PROBLEM FORMALIZATION

If d (x, y) ≥ d2, then P(h(x) = h(y)) ≤ p2

(2)

In this paper, we focus on the distributed service
recommendation. To facilitate the following discussions, we
first formalize the distributed service recommendation
problem as a four-tuple DistSR(PF, U, WS, q), where
(1) PF = {pf1, …, pfz}: pfk (1 ≤ k ≤ z) denotes k-th
distributed service platform; e.g., z = 3 holds in Fig.1.
(2) U = {U1, …, Uz}: Uk (1 ≤ k ≤ z) denotes the user set
corresponding to distributed platform pfk. Concretely, Uk
={uk-1, …, uk-m}: uk-i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) denotes i-th user on
platform pfk .

Then through a LSH function h( ) (or a LSH function
family, see Fig.2), all the L data points {x1, …, xL} in
original data space could be projected into a set of buckets
b1, …, bt, where each bucket bi (1 ≤ i ≤ t ) only contains li (li
<< L) neighboring data points. Thus, if a target user wants
to find the similar neighbors of original input X, we can
calculate h(X) and further find the bucket (assume bi)
corresponding to h(X). Then according to the unique
property of LSH, all the li data points in bucket bi are similar
neighbors of X with a large probability. Thus, the searching

space is reduced from L to li; as li << L holds, the searching
efficiency is improved significantly. Besides, through
hashing projection, the privacy information of data points in
original data space is transparent to the target users; for
example, the target user in Fig.2 only know the hashing
value h(x), but does not know the original value x. In this
way, the data privacy is protected. This is the reason why
LSH could be recruited for efficient and privacy-preserving
distributed business applications. To facilitate the
understanding of readers, the symbols recruited in this paper
are specified in Table 1.

S

h(X)

…

L
h( )

h(x1)

Step 1

h(xli)

bi

Step 3

bt
X

Step 2
target user

Figure 2. LSH-based service recommendation process

B. DistSRLSH:
LSH-based
Recommendation

Distributed

Service

Generally, our proposed distributed web service
recommendation approach DistSRLSH (essentially a kind of
improved user-based CF) consists of three steps (see Fig.2),
each of which is generalized in Fig.3.
Step1: building user index offline. Select a LSH
function family to project the users on distributed
platforms into corresponding buckets (the bucket
No. is the user index) offline, based on the
historical user-service quality data.
Step2: online neighbor finding. According to the
selected LSH function family, target user is
projected into a bucket; then all the users in the
bucket are considered as the target user’s similar
neighbors (with a large probability).
Step3: Top-K service recommendation. According to
the target user’s neighbors derived in Step 2,
predict target user’s quality over never-invoked
services, and return the Top-K services.
Figure 3. Three steps of distributed service recommendation
approach DistSRLSH

specification

z

number of distributed service platforms

m

number of users in each service platform

n

number of web services
(we assume services in different platforms are the same)

q

a quality dimension of web services

d ( ,)

distance between two points

P( )

probability
threshold

h( )

a LSH function

H( )

LSH function family

L
b1, …, bt

…

H

…

symbol

d1, d2, p1, p2

b1

original data
{x1, …, xL}

Table 1. Symbol specifications

number of data points (or users); L = z*m holds here
buckets in a hashing table

li

number of data points (or users) in bucket bi

X

input or profile of a target user

T

number of LSH tables

r

number of LSH functions in each LSH table

Step 1: building user index offline.
In this step, we select a LSH function h(u) or a LSH
function family H(u) = { h1(u), …, hr(u)} to build index for
all the users u distributed on different platforms. The
selection of LSH functions depends on the adopted
“distance” (see condition (1)-(2) in subsection 5.A) formula.
As Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) [17] is widely
adopted as the similarity measurement or distance
measurement in service recommendation, we can adopt the
LSH functions corresponding to PCC for index building
here.
Concretely, for a user u, we can specify her/his historical
quality information over
 n web services ws1, …, wsn with an
n-dimensional vector u = (ws1.q, …, wsn.q), where q is a
target user-concerned quality dimension of web services and
wsj.q = 0 if user u did not invoke service wsj before. Then
according to [18], for the above n-dimensional vector
 u , its
LSH function h( u ) is represented by (3). Here, v is an ndimensional vector (v1, …, vn) where vj (1 ≤ j ≤ n ) is a
random value in range [-1, 1]; symbol “  ” denotes the dot
product between two vectors. To ease the readers’
understanding, we give an
 intuitive understanding of LSH
as
follows:
take
vector
as a hyper plane, if two vectors
v



u1 andu2 are locatedonthe same side of hyperplane
  v (i.e.,
both
  u1  v  0 and u2 v  0hold, or, both u1  v  0 and
u2  v  0 hold), then u1 and u2 are similar to some extent.
 

1 if u  v  0
h( u ) = 
(3)
 
if u  v  0
0

Thus through LSH function in (3), user u is hashed into a
binary value of 0 or 1. As indicated in (1) and (2), LSH is
essentially a probability-based approach; therefore, the more
hashing functions or hashing tables are recruited, the more
accurate similarity is obtained. So in order to make accurate
service recommendation, multiple LSH functions or tables
are necessary. Concretely, assume there are T LSH tables,
each of which consists of r LSH functions. Then for each
LSH table, an r-dimensional vector (i.e., user index in the



table) H( u ) = (h1( u ), …, hr( u )) is obtained for user u after

LSH, and each element in H( u ) is equal to 0 or 1.
Furthermore, two users u1 and u2 are hashed into an
identical bucket after LSH, iff condition in (4) holds.
Namely, if there is at least one LSH table (totally T tables)
where the indexes of u1 and u2 are equal, then u1 and u2
could be regarded as similar neighbors. In this way, we can
build index for any user distributed on different platforms,
in an offline manner.


(4)
 x, satisfy Hx( u1 ) = Hx( u2 ) (x∈{1, …, T})
Step 2: online neighbor finding.
In Step 1, we have built index for each user offline based
on LSH. Next, for a target user utarget, we can find his/her
approximate neighbors online, whose major process is as
follows: first, calculate index for utarget based on the adopted
LSH function family; second, find the bucket corresponding
to the index for utarget ; third, all the users in the bucket are
regarded as similar neighbors of utarget with a large
probability.
Step 3: Top-K service recommendation.
Next, we utilize the similar neighbors (derived in Step 2)
of target user utarget to make service recommendation.
Concretely, for each service ws never invoked by utarget , we
predict its quality q by utarget, i.e., ws.qtarget based on (5),
where set NB denotes utarget’s neighbors derived in Step 2,
ws.qi denotes ws’ quality over q observed by ui. Finally, we
rank all the services (never invoked by utarget) by the
predicted quality in (5) and select the Top-K services as the
final recommendation results.
1
ws.qtarget =
(5)
*  ws. qi
|NB| ui NB
Through the above three steps, we can finish the
distributed service recommendation process and finally
recommend K services to the target user. More formally, our
proposal could be specified by pseudo code as below.
VI.

EXPERIMENT

In this section, a set of experiments are conducted to
validate the feasibility of our proposed DistSRLSH approach,
when dealing with the privacy-preserving distributed web
service recommendation problems. The experiments are
based on a real web service quality dataset WS-DREAM [19]
which describes real-world QoS evaluation results from 339
users on 5825 Web services. We randomly divide the 339

Algorithm: DistSRLSH
Inputs: PF = {pf1, …, pfz}: distributed platforms
UI = {uI-1, …, uI-m}: user set for platform pfI
WS = { ws1, …, wsn}: web service set
q: a quality dimension of web services
utarget: target user requesting recommended services
Output: Rec_Ser_Set: service set recommended to utarget
/* Step 1: building user index offline*/
1 for i = 1 to T do // T LSH tables
2 for I = 1 to z do
3
for J = 1 to m do

4
Hi(uI-J) = (hi-1( uI  J ), …, hi-r ( uI  J ))
5
for j = 1 to r do // r LSH functions
6
for k = 1 to n do //n-dimensional hashing vector
7
hijk = random [-1, 1]
8
end
for

 
9
if uI  J  hij >
0 // dot product

10
then hi-j (
uI J ) = 1
11
else hi-j ( uI  J ) = 0
12
end if
13
end for
14
end for
15 end for
/* Step 2: online neighbor finding */
16 set NB =  // neighbor set of utarget
17 for i = 1 to T do 

18 Hi(utarget) = (hi-1( utarget ), …, hi-r ( utarget ))
19 for j 
= 1 to r do

20
if utarget  
hij > 0
21
then hi-j (
utarget
 )=1
22
else hi-j ( utarget ) = 0
23
end if
24 end for
25 find bucket with index Hi(utarget) and put its users in NB
26 end for
/* Step 3: Top-K service recommendation */
27 for j = 1 to n do
28 if wsj.qtarget = 0 // utarget never invoked wsj before
29
then count = 0
30
for i = 1 to |NB| do // all neighbors of utarget
31
if wsj.qi ≠ 0 // i-th neighbor invoked wsj
32
then count ++
33
wsj.qtarget = wsj.qtarget + wsj.qi
34
end if
35
end for
36
wsj.qtarget = wsj.qtarget / count
37 end if
38 end for
39 put Top-K services with highest q into set Rec_Ser_Set
40 return Rec_Ser_Set to utarget

users into 10 parts so as to simulate the distributed service
recommendation scenario (in this paper, we mainly focus on
the service recommendation efficiency and privacy concerns,
so the user division manner does not affect the final
experiment results). Besides, we consider the user-service
response-time dimension, and 90% of the existing responsetime data in WS-DREAM is removed so that we can predict
the missing response-time data and make further
recommendation. In each recommendation process, only
Top-3 services are generated.
In order to validate the feasibility of our proposal in terms
of distributed recommendation efficiency, accuracy and
privacy-preservation, we test the following three criteria,
respectively:
(1) time cost: consumed time for generating service
recommendation results.
(2) MAE (Mean Absolute Error): average difference
between predicted quality and real quality of recommended
services.
(3) privacy-preservation: confusion degree between real
user-service quality and its index after LSH hashing.
Besides, we compare our proposed DistSRLSH approach
with four related approaches: UPCC [20], IPCC [21],
TLACF [9] (clustering-based approach, parameter flag = 0
and d = 0) and WSWalker [22] (random walk-based
approach, parameter ε = 0.0001, max-depth = 6). The
experiments were conducted on a Dell laptop with 2.80 GHz
processors and 2.0 GB RAM. The machine is running under
Windows XP and JAVA 1.5. Each experiment was carried
out 10 times and the average experiment results were
adopted finally.

(a) n = 5000

(b) m = 300
Figure 4. Recommendation efficiency comparison

A. Experiment Results and Analyses
Concretely, the following five profiles are tested and
compared in our experiments. Here, as Table 1 indicates, L
and n denote the number of users and number of web
services, respectively, T and r denote the number of LSH
tables and number of hashing functions in each LSH table,
respectively.
Profile1: efficiency comparison among five approaches
In this profile, we test the recommendation efficiency of
five approaches. The recruited parameters are set as below:
L is varied from 50 to 300, n is varied from 1000 to 5000, T
= r = 10 holds. The concrete experiment results are
demonstrated in Fig.4.
In Fig.4(a), n = 5000 holds. The experiment results
indicate that the time costs of five approaches all increase
with the growth of m, while our proposed DistSRLSH
approach outperforms the other four ones as most work (i.e.,
user index building) in DistSRLSH could be done offline, and
the candidate space for similar neighbors of a target user is
reduced significantly with the help of unique nature of LSH.
Thus, the recommendation efficiency is improved
significantly. Similar results could be observed from
Fig.4(b), which is not explained repeatedly.

(a) n = 5000

(b) m = 300
Figure 5. Recommendation accuracy comparison

Profile2: accuracy comparison among five approaches
In this profile, we test the accuracy (i.e., MAE, the
smaller the better) of five recommendation approaches. The
experiment parameters are set as follows: L is varied from
50 to 300, n is varied from 1000 to 5000, and T = r = 10
holds. The experiment results are shown in Fig.5.
Concretely, in Fig.5(a), n = 5000 holds; and the
experiment results demonstrate that the recommendation
accuracies of five approaches do not change significantly
with the growth of m (except for IPCC approach), as only
Top-3 services are recommended to the target user in each
recommendation approach; besides, our proposed DistSRLSH
approach outperforms the rest four ones in terms of
recommendation accuracy, which is due to the inherent
nature of our adopted LSH technique (i.e., two neighboring
users are projected into the same bucket after LSH hashing
with a large probability).
In Fig.5(b), m = 300 holds; and the experiment results
show that the recommendation accuracy of our DistSRLSH
approach sometimes outperforms the other four ones (e.g.,
when n = 3000 or 5000); while when n = 1000, 2000 or
4000, DistSRLSH does not perform very well in terms of
recommendation accuracy, which is due to the fact that our
adopted LSH technique is actually a probability-based
technique and hence, cannot always guarantee to achieve an
optimal service recommendation result. However, as Fig.5(b)
shows, the accuracy of DistSRLSH approach is still
acceptable in most cases.
Profile3: privacy-preservation of DistSRLSH w.r.t. T and r
The four related recommendation approaches, i.e., UPCC,
IPCC, TLACF and WSWalker do not consider the privacy
protection; therefore, in this profile, we only test the privacypreservation effect of our proposed DistSRLSH approach.
According to DistSRLSH, the original user-service quality data
are hashed into different buckets based on the calculated
LSH index. Therefore, in this profile, we utilize the bucket
density (i.e., the number of derived similar neighbors) to
approximately represent the privacy-preservation effect (a
larger density often means better privacy-preservation effect).
The experiment parameters are set as follows: L = 300, n =
5000, T is varied from 10 to 20, r is varied from 2 to 12. The
experiment results are shown in Fig.6.
As Fig.6 shows, when the number of hashing functions
in each LSH table, i.e., r is small, many users are projected
into the same bucket as the target user, namely many
candidate neighbors are obtained. While with the growth of
r, the number of neighbors is reduced significantly, as the
neighbor “criteria” becomes stricter.
Profile4: accuracy of DistSRLSH w.r.t. T and r
In this profile, we test the service recommendation
accuracy of DistSRLSH with respect to T and r. The
experiment parameters are set as follows: L = 300, n = 5000,
T is varied from 10 to 20, r is varied from 2 to 12. The
experiment results are shown in Fig.7.

Figure 6. Privacy-preservation w.r.t. T and r (DistSRLSH)

Figure 7. MAE w.r.t. T and r (DistSRLSH)

Figure 8. Time cost w.r.t. T and r (DistSRLSH)

As Fig.7 shows, the MAE values of DistSRLSH decrease
approximately with the growth of r; this is because a larger r
means stricter filtering condition for similar neighbors and
hence, those “really similar” neighbors of a target user could
be obtained finally.
Profile5: efficiency of DistSRLSH w.r.t. T and r
In this profile, we test the efficiency of DistSRLSH with
respect to T and r. Here, L = 300, n = 5000, T is varied from
10 to 20, r is varied from 2 to 12. The experiment results are
shown in Fig.8. As Fig.8 shows, the time costs of DistSRLSH
decrease with the growth of r; this is because when r grows,
the filtering condition becomes stricter and only a few
“really similar” neighbors are returned and hence, the
recommendation efficiency is improved.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we put forward a novel privacy-preserving
service recommendation approach based on LocalitySensitive Hashing, i.e., DistSRLSH, to handle the distributed
recommendation problem. Through Locality-Sensitive
Hashing, candidate space of similar neighbors of a target
user could be reduced significantly, so that the
recommendation efficiency is improved. Besides, for
distributed users, their invoked service quality information is
transparent to the target users through hashing technique,
which protects user privacy very well. Finally, we validate
the feasibility of our proposal through a set of experiments
deployed on well-known WS-DREAM dataset. The
experiment results demonstrate that our proposed DistSRLSH
approach can achieve a good tradeoff among service
recommendation accuracy, privacy-preservation and
efficiency in distributed environment.
In the future, we will investigate the distributed service
recommendation problems with multiple quality dimensions.
Besides, service quality is not stable, but dynamic; therefore,
we will study the dynamic quality-aware distributed service
recommendation problems in the future.
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